
adequately powered analysis methods (Figure 2). These re-

sults contribute to a growing literature using cluster

randomized or quasi-experimental designs to study de-

worming’s socioeconomic impacts, all of which estimate

positive long-run impacts on educational and labour market

outcomes (Ahuja et al.,9 Bleakley,10 and Ozier11).

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available at IJE online.
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We thank Hicks, Kremer and Miguel (hereafter

HKM) for their responses to our replication analyses1

of Miguel and Kremer’s 2004 study (hereafter

M&K).2 Here, we reflect on the background to this

work and our conclusions, respond to two core criti-

cisms and offer some concluding thoughts.
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Background

Our interest in replicating M&K came not from an interest

in school-based deworming but in evaluation method-

ology. During the early 2000s, economist-led randomized

trials emerged on the effects of cash or in-kind incentives

on HIV-risk behaviours.3 As HIV epidemiologists, we

found appraising these studies challenging because of dif-

ferent approaches to study design, reporting and analysis.

We replicated M&K to learn more about the techniques

used in economist-led trials, by re-analysing and presenting

this famous trial in a format familiar to epidemiologists.

Let us be clear: we have not reviewed the evidence base

on the effects of school-based deworming and make no

policy recommendations in this area. We did not set out to

disprove the findings of the original study: our analysis and

inference have been guided only by our experience in clus-

ter-randomized trials. We have great admiration for the

original authors, whom we have not set out to denigrate

(unhelpful attempts to characterize these exchanges as

‘worm wars’, notwithstanding4). Readers would do well to

consider how their own work would stand up to the level

of scrutiny to which we have subjected M&K, who have

been open with us throughout.

Our conclusions

In relation to the ‘externalities’ investigated in M&K, our

conclusions are limited to ‘pure replication’ of the results

presented in the original paper and using the original au-

thors’ analytical methods.5 Most results were replicated.

However, our re-analysis changes an important conclusion

of the original paper: after correction of coding errors, we

find little evidence for indirect effects of the intervention

over a distance of 0–6 km from treatment schools.

Our ‘statistical replication’6 finds that the trial provides

some evidence for a positive effect of the combined educa-

tion and deworming intervention on school attendance

among children eligible for deworming. The strength of

evidence is sensitive to analytical choices and is weak in

our preferred, conservative approach. Consistent with

M&K, we find no evidence of an effect on examination

performance.

We are concerned about the risk of bias in the trial for

two main reasons. First,the lack of an available pre-defined

sampling strategy for school visits to assess attendance

became evident as we analysed the trial profile.7 In further

investigation, we noted unexpected patterns: the amount

of outcome data differed by arm and study year, and was

associated with level of school attendance.6 Moreover this

association appeared to differ by study arm, with over-

sampling of schools with high attendance in the interven-

tion arm but under-sampling in the control arm. We have

been unable to find a clear explanation for these patterns,

but could not rule out the possibility that effects on school

attendance may have been biased as a result.

Second, we are concerned about the potential for bias in

the intervention effect arising from year 1 to year 2

changes in school attendance in this stepped-wedge trial

design. Both the analysis model we originally proposed

and that of the original authors produce an intervention ef-

fect that is influenced strongly by changes in Group 2 from

year 1 to year 2 as that group crosses over from control to

intervention status. This is a non-randomized, before-and-

after comparison where there is a possibility of underlying

secular change that may not be accounted for adequately

by the statistical model. The strict comparison between

randomized groups within each year yields effects that are

substantially smaller in magnitude than the pooled effect.

Response to criticisms

HKM consider that we report externalities at a distance

that means that the estimates are ‘too noisy to be inform-

ative’. We understand their original externality analyses

were exploratory and we value their innovative thinking in

this regard. We simply identified and corrected errors in

the original tables, leading us to conclude that there is little

evidence, under the authors’ original analysis specification,

for externalities at the distance (0–6 km) over which these

were estimated in M&K.2 HKM do not dispute this con-

clusion, but proceed to report further analyses exploring

externalities over a range of distances, and contend that we

should have followed this approach. On this we must dis-

agree, while hoping that appraisers of the evidence will

consider their further analyses. Our view is simply that

these were, at the time, innovative hypothesis-generating

analyses worthy of further consideration. As with all ex-

ploratory analyses, we caution against over-interpretation

of effects seen at specific distances defined after examin-

ation of the data.

HKM describe as an ‘error’ our decision to include data

on school attendance in each year before administration of

deworming, saying this decision is unjustified and not in

line with our published analysis plan.8 We disagree.

 Schools Year 1 (1998) Year 2 (1999)

Group 1 (n=25) Interven�on Interven�on 

Group 2 (n=25) Control Interven�on 

Group 3 (n=25) Control Control

Figure 1. Diagram of the roll-out of the intervention, adapted from the

pre-analysis plan.
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Figure 1 in our analysis plan indicates our understanding

that the cross-over point for schools from control to inter-

vention was in line with calendar year. From the outset, we

understood the intervention package (comprising both

health education and deworming medications) to have

been delivered across full school years, with effects on

school attendance evaluated through assessments in that

same school year. Nevertheless, when concerns about our

approach were voiced, we carried out additional sensitivity

analyses which treat the outcome data differently, one of

which is in line with the approach used in M&K.2 Our

conclusions are unchanged. There is statistical evidence for

an effect on school attendance in some but not all analyses,

and we consider the evidence from the trial to be at risk of

bias.

Final thoughts

We have two recommendations. First, that an updated

synthesis of the evidence on school-based deworming is

undertaken: we hope both our findings and the re-

sponses of HKM will be taken into account. Second,

that this body of work should prompt discussion be-

tween epidemiologists and economists in the impact

evaluation community of the benefits that would be

gained from greater standardization in the way we de-

sign, analyse and report studies.

Replication in this form is new to us as epidemiologists.

It has great potential: re-appraisal of influential papers

such as M&K must surely have value for the scientific

community and policy makers. However, much work re-

mains to ensure this promise is fulfilled. The importance of

pre-defining aspects of the research process is an area of

contention that runs through the discussion. The absence

of a pre-defined sampling strategy for school attendance

assessment is a driver of our assessment that the trial find-

ings should be considered as at risk of bias. HKM suggest

that we deviated from our pre-defined analysis plan. We

strongly support the importance of pre-specified plans for

data collection and analysis. But in this replication work,

where we did not design or implement the primary data

collection or intervention activities, at times we felt that

the most appropriate course of action needed to

change.We came to conclude that the final model that we

pre-specified was not optimal to reflect the conduct and re-

sults of the study—although it was reported fully and as

the primary analysis in our paper.6 Managing this tension

between pre-specification and adaptation will be an im-

portant challenge for future replications.We also suggest

that future replication studies will need higher funding and

stronger processes for mediating the inevitable dynamics

between original and replication researchers.

There is much to be gained from researchers from dif-

ferent disciplines engaging with the same problems. But

this is not always easy. As one example from this work, we

agree with HKM that in the presence of spill-over, or ex-

ternality, effects, a simple comparison between individuals

or schools randomized to intervention and control condi-

tions will be biased toward the null. Epidemiologists gener-

ally describe this phenomenon as ‘contamination’. We see

potential contamination as a limitation of the original trial,

one that might have been mitigated through different de-

sign choices even if externalities were the primary effect of

interest. In contrast, we perceive that our economist col-

leagues see the exploration of spill-overs as a great strength

of M&K. The impact evaluation movement must surely ac-

commodate this full range of perspectives: something will

be lost if we cannot communicate across the disciplinary

divide. M&K’s work was undertaken over 15 years ago,

and they have subsequently been at the forefront of the

movement towards rigorous use of randomized field ex-

periments in development economics.9 We have much to

learn from them and much to share. Some standardization

of practice in the design, analysis and reporting of impact

evaluation studies across disciplines would, we feel, not

constrain but rather enable the combined strengths of our

disciplines to be brought to bear on the world’s health and

development challenges.
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The World Bank, the Gates Foundation and the World

Health Organization promote national child deworming

programmes in developing countries.1 They assert these

programmes will improve nutritional status, health and

school performance, and hence contribute to economic

growth. Indeed, the World Health Organization states that

deworming contributed to Japan’s economic boom in the

1950s,2 and Nobel Laureates meeting in Copenhagen

ranked deworming as the fourth most important interven-

tion to solve the health problems of the whole world.3

Surprisingly, the evidence base for these claims from con-

trolled studies is limited. Critically, according to the

Cochrane review which two of us author, there is quite

good evidence of no effect for the main biomedical out-

comes in deworming, making the broader societal benefits

on economic development barely credible (Figure 1).4

Nevertheless, the advocates increasingly rely on a single

large quasi-randomized trial carried out in Kenya, published

in 2004 in Econometrica,5 which reports school attendance.

This study has been highly influential. The International

Initiative for Impact Evaluation commissioned the London

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM) to

replicate the analysis, as the original analysis is ‘based on

econometric approaches and used a language and format

that would be unfamiliar to many health care researchers’.6

The replication aimed to provide detail of the methods and

reporting in line with the CONSORT statement. The team

are internationally recognized, independent and meticulous

in their approach. They agreed a protocol, carefully

checked and corrected the raw data, and then re-ran their

prespecified analysis.6

Their first paper is a pure replication,7 exactly repeating

the authors’ original analysis. This paper clarifies some

methodological details not provided in the original paper,

but it also uncovers a series of important coding and ana-

lysis errors. Some of the corrected results are consistent

with the original findings, but others are quite different.

Most notably, the much quoted ‘positive externalities’—

where the benefits of treating children in one school ‘spill

over’ to benefit children in adjacent schools—vanish in

their corrected analysis.

Their second paper uses approaches more familiar to

epidemiologists, and allows a more thorough explor-

ation of the data.8 There are substantial amounts of

missing information, and some unexpected patterns that

are difficult to explain. For example, there is a correl-

ation between the number of observations in each

school and the reported attendance, with more observa-

tions associated with lower attendance reported—except

in some of the intervention groups, where more fre-

quent observation is associated with better attendance.

This raises the possibility that the process of observa-

tion influenced outcome reporting and this was differ-

ent in control and intervention groups.
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